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The Brieskorn manifolds K2
q

m~l which we consider are the following. 
Let Vq(m) be the set of points (z0, • • • , 2w)6Cm+I such that 

m 

«0 + ]C 2» = °> 
* - l 

and let 5 2 w + 1 CO + 1 be the unit sphere; then 
„,2m— 1 _„ . . _ ~2»H-1 

Kq =Vq(m)r\S 
is a smooth (actually, weakly complex) codimension 2 submanifold 
of S2m+1 (cf. [2]). If we set 

* r - {(* • • •, OG52 W + II 4 + £ . : * o|, 

then (S2w+1, ü^"1"1) is a fibered pair over S1 in the sense of [4] with 
parallelizable fiber F2m\ moreover, Kt£X\ is a homotopy sphere, and 
the Arf invariant c(F£Xl)€z* i s (cf- t83) : 

0 if d = 0, 3 mod 4, 
(*) 

1 if d = 1, 2 mod 4. 
The involution T: Cm+1—»0+1 given by T(z0, z) = (z0, — z) is fixed 

point free on Kf1"1. The weakly complex bordism classification of 
(7\ K2

q
m~l) is considered in [5 ). We shall have need here of the invari

ant codimension 1 submanifold K2
q

m of K2
q
m+l given by 

K* = {6*0, • • • , Zm+i) G Kq | sm+i imaginary}. 

Regarding Cn+1CCm+2 in the obvious way, we have 

(T, KT-1) C (r, C) C (r, KT\ 
Setting QJ = i£J/r, we see that there is a homotopy equivalence of 
degree ± 1 

h: Q2d+i-+P 

1 Research supported by N.S.F. grant GP-6567. 
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transverse regular to p*QP*k+i for any wg4fe, such that h"1(Pn) 
==(?2rf+i- So we have h: Qu+\-*Pn of degree ± 1 for all n (use twisted 
coefficients if n is even), and the tangent bundle of Q^+i is induced 
from a bundle over Pn (since this is true for w = 4è + l when h is a 
homotopy equivalence). 

In [3] there is defined an Arf invariant c(T, S4*+1)G^2 where T 
is a free smooth or PL involution on the homotopy (or homology) 
(4& + l)-sphere 24*+ 1 and k>0; if 24*+ l is a homotopy sphere and 
k> 1, then c(7\ 24*+1) = 0 iff (7\ 24*+l) desuspends (i.e. has an invari
ant codimension 1 sphere). In particular, c(Tt K^Xi) *s defined for 
k>0. 

In [9, Theorems 4.14, 6.8] there is defined an invariant C(QM+I, h) 
£ Z 2 for n > 1, tifàl mod 4; if w>5, this invariant vanishes iff surgery 
can be done to make h a homotopy equivalence. 

The following is the principal result of this paper. 

(1) THEOREM. The invariants c{F%%\), c(T, Xg+i), c(Q^lt h) for 
Uf^l mod 4 are all equal and given by formula ( * ). 

(2) REMARKS. This provides many examples of nondesuspendable 
free smooth involutions on homotopy (4£ + l)-spheres, k>0. The 
example of Berstein [ l ] can be shown to be diffeomorphic to 

That c(/^J+i) =c (7 \ i^îîî}) is o n ' v s e e n through a coincidence of 
computations arising in this example. In particular, we do not prove 
the conjecture that if 04*+i(oil)^0, then (T, 24A+1) desuspends 
iff 24AH_1 is a standard sphere. 

Computations that show c(Q£+l
v h) is given by (*) have been 

known to the author for a long time. The original one used techniques 
similar to [6 J and was excessively complicated. A much shorter com
putation for c{Q£i+\t h) can be made using [9, Summary 6.9]; for, if 

A(0 = fd + t™-1 + • • • + 1 G Z[t9 r 1 ] 

denotes the characteristic polynomial of K?£t\C.Sik+l (cf. [8]), then 
the image A(/)£Z(Z2) under the obvious ring epimorphism 

Z[t,r*]->Z(Z2) 

can be shown by an uncomplicated geometric argument to be exactly 
the determinant of H2k-.i(K^l\) as a Z(Z2)-module. 

For the proof of the theorem, we give here the even simpler and 
more comprehensible calculation that c(Q£Xl* h) is given by (*)• 
Specifically, the map 

« (zrur^^ur1) 
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given by e(z, Zm+i) =z/\z\ is the 2-fold cyclic branched covering, and 
e-i(FÏm)=Kîm. In fact, 

$fl = {(*, Zn+t) G iC« | Im(Zm+1) â 0} 

is a characteristic submanifold of (2", Kf*), for 

„2m 2m, , ^ 2m w2m— 1 2m _ „, 2m 

Moreover, e: ^w—>F^m is a diffeomorphism, and $*w inherits a framing 
from that of if* so that c( F££) = c(*£;?). We see that Çf1 is obtained 
from Of1"1 by attaching 3>f (or Pf1) to Qf1"1 by the double covering 
X T " 1 - > ^ m " 1 . Now as A: Qgfrî-frP4*-1 restricts to the homotopy 
equivalence h: ÇS+?~>P4A?~3, it follows from [9, Theorem 4.14] and 
the correspondence between surgery obstructions induced by {1} —>Z2 

(cf. [9, p. 272]) that 

H(?2d+1, /*) = C(F2<*+l), 

which as remarked, is given by ( * ). 
To complete the proof of the theorem, we need the equalities 

c(P, K2d+i) = c(Q2d+i, &) = c{Q2d+i, h) = c(Q2d+i, &)• 

The first is proved in [l, § l ] and also asserted in [7, Theorem 5f.] 
and [10, Remark 4] . The last two equalities are consequences of 
[10, Lemma 3] and are implicit in the results of [7], This proves the 
theorem. 

As corollary to the proof of (1), we have the following result. Let 
(P, 24*4"1) be a smooth free involution on the homotopy (4è + l ) -
sphere 24*+ 1 and set ()4*+i=24*+1/P. We suppose k>0. 

(3) PROPOSITION. There is a homotopy equivalence 

transverse regular to P4*-3 and P4*-2 with Q*k-* = h-l(P*k~z) homotopy 
equivalent to Pu"z; for any such h, Qik-2 = h~l(P4k"2) is obtained from 
QAk-z iy attaching to Q4*-3 a framed (4:k-2)-manifold P4*"2 with 
homotopy sphere boundary 24*~3 via a smooth double covering 24*~3 

-»Q4*-3. The invariant c{Q^\ h) =c(P4*~2) = c(P, 24**1). 

(4) COROLLARY. With (P, 2 t t + 1 ) as above and ©4A-3(dn) ^ 0 , then the 
universal covering S4*~3 of any Q4*~3 obtained as in (3) is an exotic 
T-boundary iff c(T, 24*+1) = 1 ; otherwise, 24*~3 «S4*-3 . 

(5) REMARK. In [10, Remark 4] it is asserted that the invariants 
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of [3] provide an obstruction theory for the kernel and cokernel of 
the suspension 

2 : In"-* In+\ 

of PL homotopy structures on projective spaces. This is clearly true 
for the cokernel. I t also happens to be true for the kernel if w ^ l 
mod 4. However, if n = 4& + l it is false that the uniqueness Arf invari
ant of [3] is an invariant of the kernel of 2 . In terms of homotopy 
projective spaces (smooth or PL) Qf+1, Çf+ 1C(?4*+ 2 this Arf in
variant is nonzero iff in (?4AH_2X/ there is a cobordism Wa+î from 
eg*+1X0 to Ç f + 1 X l of the form 

where i?4*+2 is a parallelizable (4^+2)-manifold with homotopy 
sphere boundary, c(F4*+2) = l, and where #d denotes boundary con
nected sum. Hence, in the smooth case Çj*+1«Çî*+1 #2 4 A + 1 where 
24**1 is a generator of ©4k+i(dU) ; combinatorially, Qff+1 and Qf+l are 
the same. The author understands that Berstein and Livesay have 
constructed just such an example. 

(6) ADDITIONAL COMMENTS. W. Browder remarks that he has an 
independent and quite different proof of (1), using his general setting 
for the Arf invariant. He also says that S. Lopez de Medrano's thesis 
results contain (3) and (4) as well as the Berstein-Livesay example. 
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